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IT IS not just in the UK that pump prices have been showing
their sharpest monthly rises in more than a decade. The 12th
annual Post Office Travel Money Motoring on the Continent
Report on prices for unleaded petrol and diesel fuel in 20
European holiday destinations reveals that these have risen
significantly in most European countries too, spelling bad
news for the one-in-nine holidaymakers planning to drive a
car in Europe this year.

Researchers found that motorists can expect to pay up
to 16p more a litre for unleaded petrol than a year ago and
21p more for diesel, depending where they drive in
Europe. However, the percentage extra they will pay for
unleaded petrol in most countries is lower than in the UK
where the average cost of a litre stands at £1.28, 10.3%
more than last June. Only Andorra (+11.3 % to £1.08),
Austria (up 11 % to £1.11) and France (up 13% to £1.39)
recorded bigger percentage rises. 

The biggest price rise is in France, the most popular
motoring holiday destination, where more than half of British
motorists have driven in the past. The cost of a litre of
unleaded petrol has risen by 16p (+13%) over the past 12
months. As a result, drivers can expect to pay £24.64 more for
1,000 miles of motoring (£210.79). Although diesel is 7p
cheaper in France than unleaded petrol, diesel drivers face
higher prices rises of 21p (18.9%) so a 1,000 miles of diesel
motoring will cost £200.13 - £32.63 more than last June. 

Andrew Brown of Post Office Travel Money said: “It may
not make sense for holidaymakers to plan big detours just
to save a few pounds, but the higher price of motoring on
the continent this year means they should plan their routes
carefully before setting out so they keep costs down. It will
pay to do some homework in advance because our latest
report has found a difference of up to 52p a litre in fuel costs
across the Eurozone.

“One of the ways in which holiday motorists can keep fuel
costs to a minimum is to divert off the motorways to fill up at
a supermarket. Just like in the UK, these can be the cheapest
places to buy fuel, whereas motorists are likely to find the
highest prices on main roads.

“Remember also that plastic is not universally accepted in
European petrol stations so it is worth getting foreign currency
before you go.”

RECORD BREAKING world explorer Dave Cornthwaite (centre) joins Hurtigruten’s Mark Walter, Travel Counsellors' head of cruise Janet
Whittingham and Travel Counsellor agents to brave the chilly waters of Salford Quays in canoes and kayaks, followed by a special 'TCTalks'
screening, where Dave shared his inspirational life philosophy to 'Explore the world one yes at a time'. Cornthwaite is best known for
Expedition1000, an ongoing mission to take on 25 different non-motorised journeys, each more than 1,000 miles in distance across the
globe. Having completed 14 journeys so far, Dave’s appearance on Travel Counsellors TV forms part of a series of talks from inspirational
public figures from across the globe, and first launched with American astronaut Helen Stott earlier this year. 
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CATHAY PACIFIC welcomed the newest
member to its fleet as the first of its 20
Airbus A350-1000 flew from Toulouse,
France to the airline’s home of Hong
Kong last week on a blend of biofuel.

Eight of these aircraft will be
delivered this year with the remainder
to arrive by 2021. After initial rounds of
regional services, starting with its first
commercial flight to Taipei on July 1,
the A350-1000 will launch Cathay
Pacific’s new service to Washington
DC on September 15, which at 8,153
miles makes it the longest on the
airline’s network.

The technologically-advanced aircraft
will also serve Madrid, Tel Aviv,
Amsterdam, Manchester and Zurich
from the coming winter.

The carrier's chief customer and
commercial officer, Paul Loo, said:
“We already have one of the youngest
long-haul fleets in the sky, and with
the arrival of the A350-1000, our fleet
is only going to get younger.

“The aircraft follows the successful
entry of the -900 variant which has
enabled us to expand our long-haul
network at a near unprecedented rate,
providing our customers with a wider
range of non-stop travel choices, while
at the same time strengthening Hong
Kong’s position as Asia’s largest
international aviation hub. 

“The -1000 is very similar to the -900
in terms of its operational excellence. It
has an incredible range, is remarkably
fuel efficient and quiet, provides
customers with an unsurpassed cabin
environment and has extremely
attractive operating economics.”

The largest variant in the A350 family,
the airline's A350-1000s will carry a total
of 334 passengers across its Business,
Premium Economy and Economy Class
cabins, 54 more passengers more than
the airline’s A350-900s.

Passenger comfort was the main
priority when the cabins for the new
aircraft were being designed. Featuring

a new Economy Class seat with a
larger, higher definition personal
television, and an advanced inflight
entertainment system and LED mood
lighting, the aircraft’s cabins are also
50% quieter in perceived levels of
external noise.

Furthermore, enhanced Wi-Fi
connectivity means passengers 
can remain connected throughout
their journey.

Meanwhile, a higher cabin pressure
supplies more oxygen to lower the
effective cabin cruising altitude to
6000ft on the A350-1000, which
reduces passenger fatigue and
improves their well-being.

Achieving carbon neutral growth
from 2020 is an important target for
Cathay Pacific and using alternative
fuels is one of its pillar initiatives.
Compared to traditional jet fuel,
sustainable biofuel can reduce life
cycle greenhouse gas emissions by
up to 80%.
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Hong Kong's first Airbus A350-1000 comes home on a blend of biofuel

STARS OF stage and screen were in
Southampton eariler this month for the
premiere of Astonishing, a revolutionary
magic and illusion show produced for P&O
Cruises by BAFTA-winning presenter and
entertainer Stephen Mulhern and
performer Jonathan Wilkes. 

Mulhern said: “Astonishing is a show like
no other and I get goosebumps just
thinking about it. Producing this show with
Jonny is the culmination of a dream for me.
I obviously don’t want to give anything away
so all I will say is that it does exactly what
it says on the tin and the audience should
be prepared to be amazed.” 

Astonishing combines the production
talents of Stephen and Jonathan Wilkes
with the dance moves of leading
choreographer Paul Domaine and the
trickery of illusionist Guy Barrett. 

Wilkes said: “It’s been a long time in the
making but the show is now ready and we

know that it’s certainly going to be
astonishing. We’ve partnered with some of
the best in the business – Guy Barrett who
is Mr Illusion and Paul Domaine who has
worked with Kylie Minogue, Elton John and
Stevie Wonder – and we’ve come up with a
show that is truly ground-breaking.” 

P&O Cruises' senior vice president,
Paul Ludlow, said: “As its name implies,
Astonishing is an extraordinary and
visionary show that is unlike anything
seen before on a UK stage. Bringing
together the world of magic, dance,
illusion and mystery, and using the latest
technology of the giant LED screens in
the theatres, the show will captivate our
guests and have them tapping their toes
whilst gasping in disbelief as they are
wowed with dazzling dance moves and
seemingly impossible feats." 
For more information or to book call 0345-
355111 or visit pocruises.co.uk 

Mulhern’s Astonishing show premieres for P&O Cruises

Summer sale from 
HF Holidays

HF HOLIDAYS has
launched its summer sale
offering discounts of up to
£100 on a number of
guided and self-guided UK
walking breaks in
destinations such as 
St Ives, Church Stretton
and Whitby.

As an example, a three-
night guided walking break
to St Ives is now £259 per
person on a full board
basis (from £359). 
To book or for more
information see
hfholidays.co.uk or call
0345-470 8558.

Declan Donnolly supports
Stephen Mulhern (right) and
Jonathan Wilkes (left) at the
premiere of Astonishing on P&O
Cruises' Britannia. 
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THE GROWING numbers of solo travellers
are most likely to book big brand hotels in
advance of their trip, but find single
supplements one of the worst aspects of
solo travel, a new survey commissioned by
Travelzoo has revealed.

The results found that despite the
reputation of solo travellers as adventure-
seekers, 61% favoured the security of big
brand hotels as their accommodation of
choice, with even more (72%) preferring to
book in advance before they leave. The
popularity of big hotels remained top across
even solo travellers on smaller budgets,
overtaking ‘staying with friends’ as the
number one choice even when incomes
reach just £15k per year.

Three-quarters of Brits now say that
either they have travelled solo or would be
interested in doing it in the future. In all, 38%
of people now say they have travelled on
their own purely for leisure purposes, with
half of those who have not open to
considering it. Results show that once
people try it they tend to be converted, with
almost half (48%) who have travelled solo for

leisure taking multiple solo trips per year.
The continuing growth of solo travel is

further driven by the growing number of
married couples and people in relationships
choosing to travel without a partner, with
more than half (60%) of those travelling
alone either in a relationship (17%) or
married (43%). Married couples choosing
to holiday apart are also more likely to be
high spenders too, with more than half
(52%) spending £500 or more per year on
solo travel, compared to 30% for single
solo travellers.

Despite the continued opportunities for
big hotels from the growing solo travel
market, costs continue to be a potential
barrier, with 36% of those travelling alone
on leisure trips saying the single person
premium is one of the worst aspects of solo
travel, and a third of those who have never
travelled solo citing cost as the biggest
deterrent to booking a trip. To help combat
this, Travelzoo has launched a dedicated
solo travel deals collection to offer deals 
for those thinking of travelling alone.
For more information visit travelzoo.com/uk 

newsbulletin

COACH TRIP...Groups can now take advantage of Encore Tickets’ Silver Experience to get an exclusive
view of the Silverstone race track. The day includes a welcome reception, track introduction, a
workshop tour and a trip to the control centre. The day culminates in a group visit to the podium for a
picture opportunity. The experience is open year round and costs £30 per person with one free ticket
for every 20. Pictured is Encore co-founder and Coach Tourism Association chairman, John Wales
(right), with CTA board members and coaching luminaries. 

Funway announces new agreement with Air Canada Vacations
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS has launched a new strategic sales and marketing agreement with Air Canada Vacations to sell its
product through UK travel agents. 

Departures for 2018/19 holidays went on sale earlier this month with flight inclusive package and land-only options
available to book through the operator's reservations team. 

A dedicated telephone number is available for agents to call to speak to an advisor, while online booking through
funway4agents.co.uk is planned for later this year.

The launch will be backed by sales and marketing activity with selected travel agent and destination partners, the
production of tactical offer brochures and a full dedicated brochure available for all travel agent partners.
For more information call 020-8290 9755. 

Growing numbers of solo travellers more likely to spend
big on trips and hotels new Travelzoo survey reveals

Celebrate
Independence Day at

SeaWorld Orlando
THE FOURTH of July is
brighter than ever at
SeaWorld Orlando’s
Electric Ocean. The night
sky will light up with
fireworks, pyrotechnics
and lasers during a one-of-
a-kind, patriotic finale to
"Ignite” the park's end-of-
day spectacle.
The Independence Day

firework display will begin at
21:30 and the best viewing
area is from the park’s
Bayside Stadium. Reserved
seating packages for Electric
Ocean and the firework
display are available for
purchase online in advance,
with prices starting at 
$49 per person for ages
three and up.
The best value ticket for

visiting SeaWorld Parks in
Florida is the three-Park
SeaWorld, Aquatica and
Busch Gardens Ticket or
the Discovery Cove
Ultimate Package.
For more information visit
seaworldparks.co.uk
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TEE TIME...More than 60 travel and event professionals were hosted
by Ottawa Tourism at Gleneagles in Perthshire, Scotland.  The event,
titled 'We’re the same… but different', took place over three days at
Gleneagles in Perthshire and attendees were treated to education
from Olympic gold medallist Mark Tewksbury, a variety of activities
across the resort and hospitality that included Canadian-themed
food, traditional Scottish fayre and a ceilidh. Pictured enjoying the
golf facilities is Nina Kressler from Shaw Centre with Michael
Crockatt (left) and Glenn Duncan from Ottawa Tourism.

Tudor Tales for the whole family at
Hever Castle & Gardens in July
FAMILIES ARE invited to step back in time and
experience what it was like to live in Tudor England
during Hever Castle’s Tudor Tales next month.

From July 28-29, visitors can discover what life was
like when English swordsmen ruled the battlefield,
learn about the history of Tudor knights and cheer as
men at arms battle it out in the arena, competing to
prove their prowess. 

Throughout the weekend visitors will have the
opportunity to learn facts about medieval arms and
15th century equipment, dress up in fabric costumes
as worn by the Yeoman class, and discover how to put
on a suit of armour. 

Spectators will also be treated to a display as brave
knights compete for points riding the quintain,
spearing heads and lancing rings followed by foot
combat with weapons of their choice.

Shield painting for kids and a water maze
completes the day or, for an extra charge, there’s the
option to try archery. 
For details see hevercastle.co.uk

NEWS BITES
�  ROYAL CARIBBEAN Cruises has announced an agreement to acquire

a stake in privately-owned Silversea Cruises to combine its long-term
vision for the cruise industry. The cruise line will acquire a 66.7%
equity stake in Silversea Cruises based on an enterprise value of
US$2billion, and a purchase price of approximately $1billion.

�  GRAND AMERICAN Adventures has launched its summer sale
offering up to 25% off selected departures for bookings made by July
4 for departures taken by December 31. The company is offering 10%
on all other departures not included in the sale. Agents must quote
offer code 172205 for 10% discount on non-sale departures. 

�  G ADVENTURES, and its non-profit partner, Planeterra, have joined
forces with Friends-International’s ChildSafe Movement to raise
awareness of child protection and welfare within the tourism
industry, and directly with travellers. The full new set of guidelines is
called ‘Child Welfare and the Travel Industry: Global Good Practice
Guidelines’. Companies keen to adopt these guidelines should
contact info@thinkchildsafe.org 

�  POINTS HAS expanded its partnership with Air Europa SUMA, the
loyalty programme of Air Europa, to leverage Points Travel
services, the white label hotel platform for access to more than
300,000 hotels at the click of a button. Through a single
integration with Points’ Loyalty Commerce Platform, which
powers Points Travel services, Air Europa SUMA’s members now
have the ability to earn or redeem miles when booking on more
than 300,000 hotels worldwide.

�  THE FCO has announced it no longer advises ‘against all but essential
travel to the town of Jendouba, and some areas of southern Tunisia,
including the towns of Médenine, Tataouine and Douz’.

PGA AVIDA Hotel opens in Girona
PGA CATALUNYA Resort near Spain’s city of Girona has
opened the doors of its latest property, LAVIDA Hotel. 

The hotel offers a contemporary and convenient
gateway for golf and activity enthusiasts looking to
discover the natural beauty of the local area through
offerings including golf, cycling, hiking, trekking, horse-
riding trails, boat trips and gastronomy or walking tours
of nearby historic Girona. 

Each of the hotel’s 50 rooms feature golf course views
from private balconies, top-quality beds and amenities,
modern design details and specially designed golf
storage areas. 

Opening rates start from 140 euros per double room
including breakfast. 
For more details visit lavidahotel.com 
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•   NEW: one of five places on the Latin Routes
academy in Rio De Janeiro.   

•   NEW: Up to £500 Love2Shop vouchers to be won
with Coral Expeditions.

•   Win a three-night stay at any Sandos or
Marconfort Hotel.

•   Win a place on a Mark Warner FAM Trip.

Visit travelbulletin.co.uk 
to enter

Star Awards 2018 finalists announced!
AGENTS HAVE been voting in their droves for their favourite
suppliers over the last few months and the Star Awards
finalists for this year have now been announced!
In 2018 there are 32 categories within six industry

sectors – Star Operators, Stars of Land & Sea, Stars in the
Sky, Star Destinations and Supporting Stars – and a
glittering ceremony is being held on Monday September 10
at the five-star Landmark Hotel in central London. 
The Garden Terrace and lavish Grand Ballroom will play

host to some of the biggest names and suppliers in the
travel industry as they eagerly wait in anticipation to see if
they will be awarded with the ultimate industry accolade - a
Travel Bulletin Star Award!
• To see the list of finalists visit

http://travelbulletin.co.uk/starawards/finalists
• To reserve your ticket to attend the prestigious event

on September 10 see
http://travelbulletin.co.uk/starawards/tickets
• And for details of this year’s sponsors see

http://travelbulletin.co.uk/starawards/sponsors
For further information or to book your tickets for the Star
Awards 2018 email jeanette@travelbulletin.co.uk
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£99 deposit offer as Cosmos adds
new tours across the Americas 
COSMOS IS set to introduce a range of new tours to the
Americas for travel next year. From Newfoundland to
California, Hawaii to Alaska, Peru to Ecuador, the new
tours are now on sale with itineraries to suit a wide
range of travellers.

Many of the new tours will be featured in the
company’s new 2019 North America brochure.
Launching on July 4, it will include 45 itineraries offering
adventures to bucket list destinations such as Monument
Valley, Yellowstone National Park and New England, with
a further 45 tours available online. 

For agents looking to sell escorted touring, Cosmos
and sister brand Globus, offer an extensive range of
travel styles and budgets, providing curated guided
tours that allow travellers to explore in three different
ways - classic escorted tours, escorted tours for a
premium experience and Escapes by Globus for out-of-
season travel that saves customers time and money.

Janet Parton, sales director for Cosmos, said: “For
agents with customers keen to push the travel
boundaries and journey beyond the expected, the
beauty of an escorted tour is that they can safely,
quickly and easily get under the skin of their chosen
destinations in the knowledge that the very best
itinerary has already been created for them, taking in
both the bucket list stops and locations that they might
miss if travelling independently.”

The four new tours available to the US include
‘Highlights of the Canyonlands’, with prices from £1,469
based on a March 12 departure from Heathrow; ‘America's
Greatest Treasures’, starting from £2,335; ‘Essential Hawaii’
from £2,265; and ‘Grand Alaskan Adventure’ from £2,529. 

To celebrate the new brochure, a £49 per person
inbound flight upgrade offer on US and Canada bookings
is available for bookings made before August 15, and for
any 2019 tours across the pond, a deposit of £99 is
required to book. 
For details call 0800-440 2797 or visit cosmos.co.uk

Ticket Zone provides ticketing 
services for PAW Patrol Live! 
TICKET ZONE has announced that it has again been
commissioned by Lifeliketouring to provide ticketing services
for the second PAW Patrol Live! series of live events.

Ticket Zone is providing dedicated trade desk services for
PAW Patrol Live! ‘The Great Pirate Adventure’ including
multi-channel, web and national phone sales, contact centre
sales and customer service and an event branded
website/page on the Ticket Zone website. The company also
manages the group bookings for the client.

Following demand for the previous live performance tour, a
new 2018 tour has been quickly commissioned and will run in
more venues across the UK and Ireland.

Based on the hit animated TV series, PAW Patrol Live!
‘The Great Pirate Adventure’ is an on-stage, action-packed,
high-energy, musical adventure. The performance features
up-tempo music and is a good introduction to live theatre
for young children.

Wayne Munday, the company's chief operating officer, said:
“Being part of such a high profile event as PAW Patrol Live!,
which has legions of small fans across the globe, is an exciting
project and we are thrilled that we’ve been commissioned to
work on this project for the second year.

“More and more promoters recognise that using trade
desk services offers serious benefits. It allows clients to
focus on promoting their event, access to connect with the
largest network of ticket agents in the UK and control
where tickets are sold."
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ROAD RUNNERS...The Department of Culture and Tourism – Abu Dhabi (DCT Abu Dhabi) has concluded its annual UK roadshow following
successful events held in Chester and London. Co-sponsored by Etihad Airways and Yas Experiences, the roadshow gave 120 agents, tour
operator reservation staff and product managers the opportunity to learn about the Middle East destination from 15 stakeholders. Agents
were given updates on the six immersive lands that will make up the new Warner Bros. World Abu Dhabi theme park (opening on July 25),
along with news about hotel launches and the emirate’s different regions; Al Ain, Al Dhafra, and Abu Dhabi city. Pictured at one of the
events are, from the left: Jane Dawkins, DCT-Abu Dhabi; Anita Skibiel, Dusit Thani Abu Dhabi; Carolyn Walmsley, Turquoise Holidays (who
won a holiday to Abu Dhabi); Sinan Bozkurt, The Abu Dhabi Edition; and Emma Lenanton, Yas Experiences. 
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FEELING HOPEFUL…Travel 2 took a group of sixagents from Millington Travel on a fam trip to SouthAfrica. In the Cape of Good Hope, the team strolledalong the beach, ventured to the lighthouse and wentpenguin spotting. Pictured with the operator’sClaire Hills (fourth from left) are, from the left:Emma Alpguven, Hayley Law, Natalie Garton, LiamEast, Jordanne Mears and Graham Woodham, allfrom Millington Travel.  

Booking incentives
�  ClassiC ColleCtion Holidays is
giving agents the chance to earn
£50 towards an agency summer party.
to enter, agents should make three
bookings for any season by July 31
and send booking reference numbers
to agencysales@classic-
collection.co.uk

�  RivieRa tRavel is offering a case
of world beers for agents that
score the perfect ‘Riviera travel
hat-trick' by confirming a booking
for each of its products during the
FiFa World Cup 2018: 1. a european
or Worldwide escorted tour 2. a
european river cruise 3. a tour or
river cruise from the dedicated
'solo travellers' range. agents
should then email the three booking
references to
agencysales@rivieratravel.co.uk
with their full name, aBta number
and store address.

�  neWmaRket Holidays is celebrating
the World Cup with a special offer
that runs until July 16. Customers
can save £50 per person on all air-
inclusive escorted tours and
holidays booked to destinations
that qualified (and those that
didn’t!). agents should use the
code kane to save clients £50 per
person on selected holidays. 

�  agents making a booking with
Russian river cruise operator,
volga dream, for 2019 during the
World Cup via Uk preferred sales
agents Fred.\ River Cruises, will
receive double reward points on
their loyalty scheme.

agentbulletin

AGENT OFFERS
AMRESORTS IS launching its Summer Vibes
tour, which visits locations throughout England
and Scotland for agents to network and enjoy
BBQs, with the chance to win prizes including a
place on its fam trip to Mexico. Events take place
in Manchester on August 1, Birmingham on
August 8, Horsham on August 14, Glasgow on
August 15, Newcastle on August 21 and London
on August 23. See travelbulletin.co.uk/amresorts

VACATIONS TO America has backed up a
promise to support independent agents by

investing thousands of pounds into high quality
point of sale display materials and the delivery of

destination training following a recent
promotional visit campaign. For details see

vacationstoamerica.com or call 01582-469777.
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Cobalt air introduces new online booking service for package holidays 
COBALT AIR has launched an online holiday booking service featuring a wide range of holiday deals across its route network
Cobalt Holidays offers package deals on flights and accommodation across its network. The new website,

cobaltholidays.com, enables passengers to book air fares and hotels in one single booking, without the need for a deposit. 
The site also enables passengers to make the most of discounted rates when booking their Cobalt flight and hotel

together. Catering for the backpacker through to the well-heeled traveller, the company offers a cost-effective and
convenient solution with properties ranging from hostels and B&Bs to five-star hotels.
Earlier this month the company, which covers more than 20 destinations around the world, announced an

interline agreement with Etihad Airways, significantly increasing its reach in the Middle East. 
Paul Simmons, chief commercial officer at Cobalt Air, said: “We are thrilled to be launching Cobalt Holidays. The

new website is an exciting addition to our portfolio and it is in direct response to demand from our customer base of
savvy travellers who want to know they are getting the best deal.”

travelbulletin.co.ukJune 29 201810
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TEAM TURKEY…SunExpress has launched its first flight to Antalya in Turkey from Luton this month, the first of four new destinations for the
airline in June. The others include Bodrum, Ankara and Gaziantep. Pictured marking the first of the new flights are, from the left: Wilken
Bellmann, SunExpress; Simon Harley and Jonathan Pollard, Luton Airport; and Taner Beyoglu, Turkish Culture and Tourism Office.

VISIT BATH, the destination
marketing organisation for the
World Heritage city, has launched
Unexpected Bath, a new
marketing campaign highlighting
the unexpected, quirky and more
unusual side of Bath to
millennials and students: an
audience which it has never
directly targeted before.
David James, chief executive of

Visit Bath, said: “Bath is a creative
and modern city, full of energy and
fun things to do and we are excited
to be showcasing this alternative
side. Our marketing strategies are
really focusing on celebrating the
best of the history and heritage of
the city and its modernity.
“This new and innovative

campaign will appeal to younger
visitors, and once they have
experienced Unexpected Bath we
are confident that they will return to

the city many more times. We are
also delighted that the University of
Bath will be working alongside us
as an accommodation partner as
this is the first time we have worked
with them in this way.”
The University of Bath is

working with Visit Bath as the
accommodation partner for the
campaign, with creative 
developed by local design agency,
Mytton Williams.
Visit Bath will be working

closely with its members who
offer an unexpected or alternative
experience, including adventure
experts Original Wild, Electric
Bear Brewing Company, walking
tours by Bizarre Bath, unexpected
flavours of gelato (such as
Charcoal Vanilla) at Swoon and
new wine bar concept in Milsom
Place - Le Vignoble. One of the
highlights will be Bath on the

Beach which will see an area of
Royal Victoria Park transformed
into a Caribbean Beach, complete
with sand, deckchairs, palm trees,
volleyball and table tennis. A
beach bar will be serving summer
cocktails and Mexican street food.
The campaign mirrors activity

currently being undertaken by
VisitEngland on a national level.
Their research has shown that 16-
34-year-old, budget conscious
‘buzzseekers’ are now taking
fewer holidays at home than ever.
Visit England’s campaigns for
2018 are encouraging this
demographic to holiday in Britain
rather than taking a low-cost
holiday abroad encouraging them
to “discover Britain like a global
traveller and say hello to amazing
experiences on their doorstep”.
For more information see
visitbath.co.uk/unexpected

Visit Bath targets millennial audience with first 'Unexpected Bath' campaign 
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Where Am I?

It took French painter Jacques Majorelle forty years of passion
and dedication to create this enchanting garden in the heart

of the ‘Ochre City’.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, July 5th. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for 8th June is Katherine Watson, 
Freedom Personal Travel Advisors in Hampshire.

June 8th Solution: A=1    B=6    C=5    D=9

Number: 025

Across 
1. Parks operator, part of Bourne Leisure Ltd (5)
3. Region of China, known as the Monte Carlo

of the Orient (5)
5. One of the Balkan countries (7)
7. Capital of Cameroon (7)
9. American actor and film maker, ___ 

Affleck (3)
10. Small river island (3)
11. State capital of Georgia (7)
12. Paralympian Jonnie, one of the celebrities

on BBC's NHS Frontline (7)
13. Airline operating out of 11 Across (5)
14. Narita International airport serves this

capital city (5)

Down 
1. Captain of England's World Cup team (5,4)
2. One of the New England states (7)
3. Nigel, former F1 champion (7)
4. National carrier of the Czech Republic,

initially (3)
6. Independent country within the borders of

Italy (3,6)
8. Falls, known as the honeymoon capital of the

world (7)
9. Asian capital city and popular long-haul

stopover destination (7)
12. Philadelphia International airport code (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 30

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

02
5

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Industry
Insight by...

Tracey Poggio, ANTOR CEO, highlights a round-up of Middle East, Gulf and 
Northern Africa news from members...

THIS MONTH we are looking at what’s new from the
Middle East, Gulf and Northern Africa. From marathons
and rejuvenating pilgrimages in Jordan, to Morocco’s new
high speed TGV rail link to Warner Bros and World Abu
Dhabi indoor theme park – it’s all happening in the region.
In JORDAN the Petra Desert Marathon, taking place

over 24-hours (petra-desert-marathon.com) is run in
and around the ancient, fabled city. Meanwhile, The
Pilgrimage: A Jordanian Yoga, Meditation & Ayurvedic
Adventure takes place in October
(emilyreedyoga.com/event/pilgrimage-jordanian-yoga-
meditation-ayurvedic-adventure) where visitors can
learn more about this conscious Living Yoga,
Meditation and Ayurveda retreat through the Holy
Lands and deserts of Jordan. Or your clients can join
Emily Reed, Drew Lawrence & Serene Miqdadi from
October 2-13 for an 11-day pilgrimage across Amman,
Feynan, Petra and the Dead Sea.
IN EGYPT the highly-anticipated Grand Egyptian

Museum is set to open in the first quarter of 2019 in Giza.
It will be the largest archaeological museum in the world,
housing the full Tutankhamun collection. 
Encouraging seamless travel, a new e-visa service has

been introduced by Egypt, whereby citizens from stated
countries can now easily obtain a visa online
(visa2egypt.gov.eg) as an alternative to upon arrival, or
through the Egyptian Consulate.
QATAR Tourism Authority will host its second mega

fam from November 18-21, with departures from
London, Manchester, Edinburgh and Dublin. The trip
will visit newly renovated hotels, luxury desert camps
and include a range of excursions. Agents can enter to
win a place on the fam by completing the newly
revamped Tawash Online Training programme
(tawashqatar.com). This year a new Mandarin Oriental,
the world’s first Angry Birds World theme park and the
National Museum will be opening in Qatar giving agents
plenty of reasons to be selling the destination.
The most exciting thing to be launched this year in RAS

AL KHAIMAH is the world's longest zipline at 2.83km

(jebeljais.ae/worlds-longest-zipline). Plus their own
shuttle service from DXB, offering a much more
affordable mode of transport when compared to private
transfers - and this summer it's free! (rakshuttle.com).
A shuttle service up to the mountains is also offered if
people want to do the zipline but don't want to hire a
car (jebeljais.ae/shuttlebus). Finally, RAK recently
launched its own online travel training programme, The
RAK Travel Master, where agents who have completed
the course will be updated on discounts, invitations and
fam trips. See raktravelmaster.com
Tests on MOROCCO’s new high speed rail link have

successfully taken place. The TGV line, running
between Tangier and Casablanca is nearing
completion, with the first public services scheduled to
start running this summer. It will be the first high-
speed TGV train on the continent and passengers will
be able to travel at up to 200mph between the two
cities, halving current journey times. 
The new Tanja Marina Bay is dedicated to

recreational boaters who seek to discover the magic of
the city of Bogaz. Currently offering 800 docking rings
for boats ranging in length, the second phase will see
it offer the largest number of docking rings in Morocco
and a multitude of services alongsidee entertainment
areas, fuel stations, shops, national clubs and a
parking lot with 435 spaces.
On July 25 Warner Bros. World ABU DHABI indoor

theme park will open its doors to the public. Featuring six
immersive lands, the park promises to deliver guests
captivating experiences, bringing together some of the
world’s most iconic characters and stories under one roof
for the first time in the region. With a total of 29 state-of-
the-art rides, interactive family-friendly attractions and
unique live entertainment, as well as a variety of
authentically themed dining and shopping outlets, the
park will create a truly unparalleled experience for all who
visit. See wbworld.com
For more information on these and other
destinations around the world see antor.com 

bulletinbriefing
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The latest Luxury Showcase events took place last
week in York and Edinburgh, with the Cook Islands
showing their support as the programme sponsor
for both events and Jet 2 (Indulgent Escapes) as

the photography sponsor in York. Agents in
Edinburgh were treated to networking, a dinner
buffet and the chance to win prizes at the Hilton
Edinburgh Carlton, while the Hilton City Centre
Hotel in York played host to the popular event… 

Photography Sponsor

eventbulletinedinburgh

#TBSHOWCASES

A LOTTA BOTTLE…Chloe Stark (left) from ABR Travel Services
picks up some bubbly and a goodie bag, courtesy of Amy
Drummond from AM Resorts.

JUWARIAH’S JOY…Juwariah Butt from ITravel4u won a two-night stay
at the Grecotel Mandola Rosa & Aqua Park, courtesy of Kostas Sinis
from Grecotel Hotels & Resorts.

CHEERS!...Katerina Bomshtein from Gran Canaria and David
Gomez from Valencia Tourism catch up for a chat.

MELIA MATES…Beja Foretia (left) from Melia Hotels presents
prizewinner Joanne Moorthy from TUI in Edinburgh with her prize of a
three-night stay in a deluxe room for two on bed-and-breakfast, with
the help of Mickey Pasic from Gran Melia.

LAUGHLIN’S LAUGHIN!... Ailish Laughlin (right) from The Wee Travel
Company, Perth is delighted to win a five-night, half-board stay for
two at the luxury five-star Salobre Hotel & Resort including car
rental, presented by Katerina Bomshtein of Gran Canaria. 

CRYSTAL CLEAR…Faisal Sheikh from ITravel4u in Leith Walk picked
up some luxury Bohemian crystal glass, a traditional beer glass
and a Czech Garnet Jewel from Czech Tourism’s Katerina Setunska. 
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Want to get in on the #TBSHOWCASE action? 
The next event will be the Cruise Showcase, to be held in Sheffield on Monday July 16. 

All agents who wish to attend can secure their spot by emailing
events@travelbulletin.co.uk 

eventbulletinyork

PEARL PAIR…Sophie Leake (left) from Hays Travel in Knaresborough
won a Black Pearl, courtesy of the Cook Islands’ Debbie Lewis.

ON THE RIGHT TRACK…From the left, Sonia Pitt, Fern Hodges, Nick
Quinn and Charlotte Parsons, all from Spear Travels, get the low-down
from Eurostar’s Steve Roby and Heloise Hollywood-Ford (seated). 

LOVE HOLIDAYS LINE-UP…From the left, Mark Stuart, Mandy Bosley,
Zara Drant, Kelly Stephenson and Stephen Metcalfe, all from Love
Holidays chat tactics. 

JET2IT…Elaine Overton (left) and Gaynor Tuby, both Co-
Operative Personal Travel Advisors, chat with Jay Hopwood
from Jet2Holidays. 

BAGGED!...Kandy Nordstrand (left) from AM Resorts hands Michelle
Stead from Getaway Travel in Whitby her goodie bag prize.

JAMAICAN ME HAPPY…Elenor Collier (left) from Getaway Travel in
Whitby was thrilled to win a place on a fam to Jamaica, courtesy of
Shenika Bennett from the Jamaica Tourist Board.
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Which three words would best
describe your personality? 
Fun, outgoing, professional.

My next holiday will be… 
Back to the Austrian Alps.

What’s your favourite month – 
and why?
June – because it’s the perfect
temperature to do anything indoor and
out. And everything from blooming
plants to weather are at their peak.

Do you have a nickname?
Yes, many people call me ‘the
Canadian’ but my wife calls me
‘stupid’.

The best piece of advice from a
mentor was…
Not just one piece of advice, it was a
collection of wisdom provided over
many years. The most important of
which I take with me every day is,
‘Listen when someone is speaking.
Don’t interrupt just listen’.

What was the last gift you received?
A bag of Haribo sweets.

The top 3 experiences 
(or destinations) on your bucket list:
Asia - I like the food, so I figured it
must taste better in Asia. Latin
America – specifically the Andes
Mountains and Brazil. And Australia -
I would love to see the reef, do some
snorkelling or diving, and the wildlife
is a must-see as well. 

What’s the last thing that made you
really laugh?
A man walks into a bar and asks the
bartender “do you have any helicopter
flavoured crisps?” The bartender
replies “I’m sorry, we only have plain.”

If you had to choose another
profession it would be…
Pilot or comedian. 

What are you looking forward to?
Reading this in Travel Bulletin.

At weekends you’ll find me…
Or maybe you won’t…I like to take a
little me time.

What would you change about the
travel industry?
Nothing at the moment, we are
witnessing a revolution in travel where
the balance of online and traditional
tour operating is now becoming
clearer day by day. Just as in nature,
evolution will put everyone where they
need to be when given enough time.

I’m super proud of…
Being voted the Leading Sales
Representative in a recent forum in
Monaco. I came first out of 100 hotel
sales representatives.

My all-time favourite movie is:
All the Rocky movies! Rocky 5 was 
just misunderstood.

When I retire I’ll…
Probably walk around aimlessly

complaining about how loud things
are and tell kids that in my day we
used to do this and that…and that
we listened to quality music like
Justin Timberlake and Bruno Mars. 

My celebrity dinner date would be…
Elon Musk – I think I could learn a
thing or two about ambition.

If I won £100,000 I would…
Put £50,000 against the mortgage;
£30,000 would go in to savings; and
I’d spend the final £20,000 on my
family. Perhaps one of the bucket list
experiences above. That is the only
answer isn’t it?

If I could invent a new app it would…
A mobile ultrasound device that
would plug into your phone, and you
could see your baby (or kidney stone)
any time. Expectant mothers waste
money on the craziest things, so I
think I’m onto something here.

Something you should know about me: 
I am passionate about the hospitality
industry and I strongly believe that
there are no limits to what you can
offer your clients. In the luxury
segment the answer is always YES. 

My top travel tip is…
Keep travelling, expand your horizons,
and don’t lock yourself in the hotel.
Get out and speak with locals. Always
be respectful of other cultures, you
are a guest in their country, so be nice
and they will be nice back.

travelbulletin.co.ukJune 29 201816
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Sales Manager, Columbia Beach Resort, Cyprus

Costandinos
Christofi 
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latinamerica

AT THIS month’s Experience Latin America (ela) Travel
Bulletin caught up with the Colin Stewart, chairman of the
Latin America Tourism Association (LATA), to discuss the
hottest travel trends and what plans the association has to
increase its engagement with travel agents. 
The demand for Europe’s only travel trade event dedicated to

Latin America has been termed ‘significant’ with this year’s
edition it’s largest yet and more than 130 exhibitors in
attendance. Does this reflect a larger trend in demand for
travel to Latin America? “Absolutely.” says Stewart, “Latin
America has been a very positive region for growth and
tourism, and certainly over the past six to seven years it’s
become one of the most sought after destinations. We’re
seeing more capacity coming into Latin America with
Norwegian doing direct flights, along with British Airways and
Air Europa offering new services. Historically the region has
always been quite a challenging destination to get to, but I
think a lot of those hurdles are being removed. We still have a
way to go but there are a lot more options for consumers to
get to and from the region.”
In terms of destination trends, Costa Rica has seen

impressive growth with more than 250,000 travelling in the past
year stimulated by the introduction of more flights and the
same is expected of Belize with increasing accessibility likely to
see demand increase respectively. Columbia continues to grow
with an approximate 50% increase in international visitors for
2018 compared to 2017 and Peru maintains a strong draw with
more than four million visitors travelling into the country,
representing a little over 2% of all visitors to Latin America. 
Stewart said: “You have these iconic once-in-a-lifetime,

bucket list moments like Machu Picchu or Iguazu Falls but I

think the message from me and from everyone at ela is, that
although these are absolutely still the places and things to see,
there’s actually so much more - the destinations are ready and
willing and open for travellers to experience.
“I think Latin America, even now with all these millions of

visitors travelling there, is still untapped and I think there are
real opportunities to discover it still; there are not many places
in the world that can say that. When someone is making a
decision to book a holiday for those that are looking for
experiences, I don't think there’s anywhere better than Latin
America - its sheer diversity and variety sets it apart.”
When it comes to agent engagement the association stated

that it will be doing more. Stewart said: “We did a significant
review of LATA in terms of who we are, our objectives and
focus for the next two to three years and it was clear that
there’s a huge gap in terms of our relationship with agents.
We’re very well established with the suppliers, with the buyers
and with the tour operators, but when it comes to the agents
we have a real opportunity to maximise and develop that.”
Moving forward, the association will be looking to

commence agent road shows within the next 12 months and
will be looking at how best to help provide agents with the
tools to learn more on key aspects of the region. The
association will also be reaching out in terms of membership
and meeting with agents directly to communicate and
demonstrate the benefits of being a part of LATA, in tandem
with its annual Experience Latin America platform. 
Stewart concluded: “You'll see some big changes

coming along with agent training and agent engagement
and we're absolutely going to do everything we can to
improve that relationship.”

What’s hot in Latin America right now & how LATA is working to further
build on its engagement with agents…
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EARLIER THIS month ela (Experience Latin America) held its annual dedicated 
B2B travel event in London. 

Across three days, more than 130 exhibitors – from tourist boards and airlines, to tour
operators, DMCs and cruise companies – presented their products to the UK and

European tourism industry during scheduled meetings, seminars and networking events.
Founded by the Latin American Travel Association (LATA), the first day featured the LATA

Achievement Awards recognising individuals and/or companies who have made an
exceptional contribution to the development of travel to Latin America. The ela party took

place on the Tuesday evening and was sponsored by Belize. 
Travel Bulletin were proud sponsors of ela - here’s a snapshot of pictures 

covering the event's activities…

elaevent
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For more information about the LATA members or travel to or 
around Latin America visit lata.travel 

elaevent
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WITH THE LATA Foundation
celebrating its tenth anniversary in
2018, Experience Latin America proved
the perfect opportunity to catch up
with the foundation’s chairman,
Christopher Pickard, and to discuss
more about the charitable work
they’ve been doing transforming lives
in Latin America.
The LATA Foundation was set up by

the Latin America Travel Association -
bringing together tourist boards,
airlines, tour operators, hotels and
DMCs – to support social and
environmental projects throughout
Mexico, Central and South America.
The foundation is completely
volunteer-led meaning every penny
goes direct to its projects, which range
from providing clean water,
reforestation initiatives and medical
support to training and providing
people with new skills.
Pickard said: “We opt for ten key

projects a year which will each get an
approximate spend of £5,000– in the
UK that doesn't sound like very much
but that goes an awful long way in
South America.

“Some of our projects are ongoing
and others complete naturally but we
try and spread across the region and
our projects team do a fantastic job;
we would favour any that link in with
tourism – such as a training element
in helping poor families - but equally
we do a lot that deal with nature. For
example, we’ve planted tens of
thousands of trees in Peru’s Sacred
Valley when it needed reforestation
after a flood and we have a wonderful
project with a children’s dental clinic
in Buenos Aires where for the money
they can do 30,000 treatments a year -
that’s one that we tend to roll on
because for very little money we can
really help people. Our slogan is
‘changing the lives of people’ which is
really what we’re doing.”
Many member tour operators now

offer holidaymakers the chance to opt
in and donate a small sum to the
foundation when making a booking
and agents are also encouraged to get
in touch should they wish to find out
more and help too. Pickard said: “We
have a JustGiving page on the website,
but any agency that wants to do

something or to raise money for a
good cause in Latin America then we
can probably accommodate that too.
What makes these projects work is
you don’t have to raise thousands;
giving £50 or £100 really adds together
and can make a huge difference. If
agents want to do something in their
shop, or to promote South America
with a specific angle, we will give them
all sorts of advice and any material
they need on that. Similarly if any
agents are interested and would like to
volunteer to help, we’d like to hear
from them too.”
To find out about current projects, to
donate or for more details go to
latafoundation.org
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AS PART of a new tourism initiative to position Quito as a ‘Smart’
destination, Quito Turismo has launched a new digital platform
offering visitors and travel agents detailed information about key
tourism attractions and must-see routes in the city. The platform
can be accessed online and also via an app which can also be
downloaded onto the traveller’s phone for them to access whilst
visiting the destination. Go to quitotravel.ec/en

Inca Rail introduces ‘The Private’ train
carriage for journeys to Machu Picchu
GROUPS OF up to eight now have the option to
exclusively hire an entire luxury train carriage for their
private use for the journey to Machu Picchu.  
Inca Rail has recently introduced The Private service, a

completely remodelled and refurbished parlour car that
has been spaciously designed for exclusive use, complete
with its own bar, open balcony, lounge seating area,
upholstered armchairs and dining tables placed next to
wide, UV protected windows.  
Operating on the route between Ollantaytambo and

Machu Picchu, The Private comes with two butlers and a
chef, who will serve a tasting menu paired with wines
from South America. After checking in for their journey at
Inca Rail’s newly opened VIP waiting lounge at
Ollantaytambo station, passengers boarding The Private
are welcomed with a bottle of Champagne as the train
departs for the 90-minute journey to Machu Picchu.  
The carriage can operate daily according to scheduled

services a round-trip from Ollantaytambo to Machu
Picchu costs from £7,400 and one-way from £4,440. This
also includes a private transfer from the train station to
Machu Picchu citadel.
The company is investing approximately US$12 million in

upgrading its entire train fleet and services, meaning it will
soon have the most modern train service operating in Peru.
The launch of The Private follows the introduction of a new
train service by the brand, The 360° Machu Picchu Train,
which commenced operations in March earlier this year. 
Tickets for all services can be booked online at incarail.com

Making a difference with the LATA Foundation and how you can get involved

Chris Pickard
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THE HIDDEN archway in the hedgerow just begged to be
explored. The large unwitting group hiking through the
gardens up ahead had missed it entirely but, for observant
individuals, the verdant tunnel led temptingly away from the
main thoroughfare. The background hubbub of visitors
became muffled, distant, and then was lost altogether
among the leaves. Suddenly, stumbling into a brilliance of
sunlight the passage opened into a secret garden; box
hedges crafted playfully into a labyrinth inhabited by
children’s fairy tale figures – a plucky Peter Pan diving from
a high verge, an intrepid band of leafy toy soldiers stalking a
camouflaged crocodile and even a giant emerald toadstool
with lounging caterpillar to complete the Alice-in-
Wonderland-like shrub setting. 
Travelling in early spring with trade only operator,

Typically Spain, I was deep in the Galician countryside on a
‘Camellia, Paradores & Wine route’ to seek out an entirely
different side of the destination. 
Curiosity, it seems, is very much encouraged when exploring

Galicia’s historic manor houses and the reward is the bounty of
botanical secrets which hide around every corner. From the
avenue of ancient olive trees at the Pazo de Santa Cruz de
Rivadulla to the towering specimens at Pazo de Rubianes, from
the cascading ponds and strict horticultural discipline of Pazo
de Oca to the wild and untamed explosions of colour at the
Pazo La Saleta, each garden offers something very different.
However, they are all connected by one very special floral
feature; the Camellia. With 12 Pazos to discover on the
Camellia Route and more than 8,000 Camellia varieties
blooming from September through to April, this means that
the season in which to see these extraordinary flowers is
remarkably long and remains a good point of sale to clients
throughout most of the year. Highly prized for their beauty, this
was the same flower that Chanel chose as the epitome of
elegance, and every hue of pink, red and white can be
uncovered in decorative displays dotted throughout each
estate; a gardener’s dream! Even I, who will happily attest to
being as far from green fingered as they come, couldn’t help
but be captivated by their beauty.
Clients travelling with Typically can explore at their leisure

and stay either in Paradores, historically significant buildings
turned luxury hotels - like the Parador De Baiona
encompassed within the walls of a medieval fortress on the
Portuguese border – for an extra degree of cultural immersion
or lodge in other properties specially chosen by the operator
for their unique character and high levels of service.
In tandem with the gardens, and to offer clients the best of

both worlds, suggest stopovers or visits to key cities in the
region: the modern A Coruna with its lively streets and Tower
of Hercules; a walking tour through Pontevedra’s scenic old
quarter; and definitely a stay in striking Santiago de
Compostela with a visit to its sacred cathedral and historic
UNESCO World Heritage Centre.  
Gastronomy is also a strong reason to visit. Positioned in

Spain’s northwest and open to the abundance of the Atlantic
Ocean the locals and restaurateurs of Galicia are justifiably
proud of their seafood. Pulpo is a standout delicacy, typically
consisting of a thin layer of potatoes topped with boiled
octopus and sprinkled with paprika (delicious!) whilst fresh
seafood platters deliver an authentic taste of the destination.
A trip out to the mussel farming rafts remains ever a novel
excursion and this can be done on a boat ride along the Ria
of Arousa out from Camados followed perhaps by a hearty
meal of scallops at nearby A Casa Da Lena. Top restaurants
to recommend in the heart of Santiago include the trendy
Café De Altamira where delicious mussels are served by the
pot full and A Horta d'Obradoiro showcasing creative culinary
masterpieces inspired by all things under-the-sea. 
A stop at Bodegas Terras Gauda will see oenophiles uncork

some pleasant vintages made possible thanks to the vineyard’s
special climate and delicate balance of soil, sea breeze, sun
and seed varieties. At the Pazo de Rubianes, a tour of its
vineyard is best followed by a private tasting in its
romantically refurbished barn, each wine’s distinctive and
gentle floral accents pairing well with the delicate beauty of
the surrounding Camellia gardens.
Typically Spain aims to deliver authentic destination

experiences in its holidays and the region of Galicia certainly
lends itself well to achieving this, both in the quality of
accommodation available and local experiences that will
give even the most well-travelled Spain lover something
new to eat, see, do or try. 
Many only know Galicia as synonymous with the Camino,

its thousands of pilgrims determinedly chasing the symbol of
the golden shell in search of self, challenge, enjoyment,
enlightenment, religious significance or simply to find some
definition of place in the world. But as I carefully inspected a
particularly beautiful rose petalled Camellia the irony wasn’t
lost upon me – perhaps the Camellia route can teach us that
when we travel it’s just as important to simply pause and take
the time to smell the flowers. 
The lead in price is from £1,800 per person, departing from

London airports. 
To find out more email sales@typicallyholidays.com

Travel Bulletin’s online editor, Adam Potter, follows the Camellia Route in Galicia
with Typically Holidays & discovers the floral delights of Spain’s secret gardens…

Flower Power
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Palladium announces new BLESS brand
PALLADIUM HOTEL Group has revealed plans for a new
hotel brand, ‘BLESS Collection Hotels’, targeted toward the
contemporary luxury market.  
Abel Matutes, CEO of the hotel group, said: “We are

moving at a pace to roll-out the development of new brand
‘BLESS Collection Hotels’ with the first property planned to
open in Madrid in November 2018, followed by Ibiza in
Summer 2019. The new upscale brand will leverage our
position in the premium market and draws on our existing
experience within the luxury and lifestyle sector.
“The concept of ‘contemporary luxury’ is aimed at an

ever-growing ‘bleisure’ demographic looking for a
combination of business and leisure including convenience,
premium services, high tech facilities, strong design
credentials and super-fast Wi-Fi as well as state-of-the-art
health and wellbeing services and excellent gastronomy.”
BLESS Hotel Madrid will be located on Calle de

Velázquez in the heart of the city and will comprise 111
rooms, rooftop pool, spa and gym, gourmet restaurant,
three bars and conference spaces. 
The brand’s onward expansion will focus on stylish

districts in cosmopolitan cities and premium holiday beach
destinations. The art and entertainment offering will draw
on the destinations’ cultural agendas and will include DJ
sets and live music, fashion shows, pop-ups, performance
& visual art and photography exhibitions.
For more information visit palladiumhotelgroup.com  
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Meliá Hotels & resorts offers 
guests the sleep of their dreams
MELIÁ HOTELS & Resorts has announced a
partnership with globally recognised wellness expert
Dr Nerina Ramlakhan to create a restorative Sleep
Haven Suite designed to offer guests the perfect
night’s sleep. 
Through guidance from Dr Nerina and sleep aids

such as white noise machines and personalised
lighting and heating, Sleep Haven guests can benefit
from a multitude of sleep-aiding services. As part of
the offering guests will have the opportunity to book a
one-to-one Skype consultation session with Dr Nerina
(for an additional supplement), to discuss their
individual sleep and energy issues in depth. As part of
the programme, the group is also introducing a
dedicated Sleep Concierge for Sleep Haven guests, a
specially trained member of the hotel team who will
be assigned to look after guests’ sleep experience
before and during their stay. Ahead of their stay,
guests will be sent a Sleep Haven questionnaire
asking them about their sleep habits, any sleep issues
or any special requirements (e.g. bedroom lighting on
arrival, wake up calls, quiet times, in-room amenities,
yoga mats in room). This information will then be used
by the Sleep Haven Concierge to personalise the
guest’s sleep experience during their stay by
addressing their individual sleep requirements, as well
as providing additional sleep-aiding services including
delivering hot drinks before bedtime, running a bath
for guests who are returning from a long day of
sightseeing or booking private yoga sessions. 
Prices start from 237 euros per night in a Grand
Premium Suite at Meliá Madrid Serrano.

Bon Sol beckons as our online editor,
Adam Potter, travels to Mallorca
LOCATED FIVE miles west of Palma, the Hotel Bon Sol Resort
& Spa has established itself as something of an island icon. 
Owned and managed by the Xamena family who built the

hotel around a former manor house in 1953, this classic hotel
has since been welcoming generations of families and
reputedly enjoys an average repeat guest rate of 82%. This
demand through the years has seen the property expand,
spilling down from its cliff top perch amid the pine trees and
stretching all the way down to a private cove. The effect is a
tiered path through standalone buildings connected by
meandering paths, cooling passageways and lush gardens,
interspersed with swimming pools, al fresco bars, sun
lounging spaces and outdoor villas altogether making for
perhaps one of the most intriguing property layouts this
reviewer has had the opportunity to wander through. 
Soft pastel colours and creams dominate most of the

bedrooms, of which there are 92 in the main building and 28
among the villas, with some offering interconnecting rooms
and suites for families and friends. 
The cove’s terrace is a pleasant location in which to enjoy a

light lunch with the sound of the sea lapping on the shore and
the bar in the main building perfect for pre- or post-dinner
drinks complete with live music and pretty outdoor terrace. It
was, however, the serene space of the hotel’s lounge, located
on the first floor, where I began to feel truly as if on holiday.
The décor here (and throughout many of the other public
spaces) is what I’d positively term ‘eccentrically eclectic’;
Chinese vases sit alongside suits of armour, Tibetan statues
next to Venetian artwork, along with high winged back chairs
and deep comfortable sofas strewn throughout, all collated
by the owners on their travels throughout the years. It all
makes for a rather stately but simultaneously homey
atmosphere and the perfect place to sit back and catch up
with a good book. Perhaps it’s for this reason that so many
clients do return in order to enjoy the tranquillity of a home
away from home set in the Mediterranean sun. 
Evening meals are perhaps the only area I’d say could be

given a small polish. With its romantic dining room setting
and live violin softly playing in the background, this should
have been an easy ‘wow’ but the food just fell short of the
atmosphere. However, there’s no reason why this shouldn’t
be an easy fix to lift its all round gourmet experience from
good to that of the same exceptional level displayed in all the
other aspects around the hotel. 
In only a few short days it’s easy to see why this property

has stood the test of time and remains a firm favourite
amongst its clientele. I wouldn’t hesitate to return and
hope to see its warm and friendly staff serve many more
generations to come.
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Sunglass Butlers at Jumeirah Port Soller 
THIS YEAR London eyewear brand, Taylor Morris, is
launching its first international shop in the Jumeirah Port
Soller Hotel, Mallorca featuring a full range of sunglasses
worn by celebrities including Emily Ratajkowski, David
Gandy, Sienna Miller, Cara Delevingne and Harry Styles.
For guests looking to upgrade their summer look and to

help them select the perfect frame, in-room tablets will
feature a ‘face shape guide’ and a wooden cabana has been
designed beside the hotel’s infinity pool with ‘Sunglass
Butlers’ on hand to offer a bespoke glasses cleaning
service and a carefully-designed sunglasses menu.
Throughout the season there will be personalisation

nights where guests can get their initials engraved on their
sunglasses and the brand founders; Hugo Taylor and
Charlie Morris, will make regular visits to help guests
choose their frames. 
The Jumeirah Port Soller has 121 rooms and suites, two

restaurants, four bars, two swimming pools and an
exclusive Talise Spa. Rates start from 344 euros per night
in a double room with breakfast.
Go to jumeirah.com for more details or for more island
information see fomentmallorca.org
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A NEWMallorcan property to be offered through Jet2holidays, and
currently undergoing an extensive refurbishment ready for summer
2018, Ferrer Maristany is set to become one of the hottest five-star
boutique hotels in Puerto Alcudia. Located 200m from the beach, the
hotel is ideal for those looking for relaxation whether in a hammock
or Bali bed by the spacious pool area, enjoying Mediterranean cuisine
at the hotel’s restaurant or indulging themselves with a treatment at
the on-site spa. Visit jet2holidays.com 

New flights boost Tenerife’s accessibility this summer
TENERIFE IS set to become even more accessible to UK travellers this summer with
several airlines increasing flight frequency to the island. 
This includes a new weekly service from Flylolo.com, which will operate between

Manchester and Tenerife this summer (July 17 – September 5), as well as throughout the
winter season from Gatwick, Manchester and Glasgow. 
In addition, British Airways has boosted its direct flights from Gatwick to Tenerife this

summer with the number of weekly flights increasing from six to 13. Jet2.com will operate
more than 50 weekly flights to Tenerife from across its nine UK bases during peak periods
this summer, which is seven more than last summer. Ryanair is also increasing the
number of weekly flights from Manchester Airport to Tenerife South Airport this year, with
the airline increasing services from nine to ten a week throughout the summer and from
six to nine a week during the winter. 
Alberto Bernabé, tourism minister for the Tenerife Island Government, said: “We are

extremely pleased that many of the UK’s airlines are increasing their services to Tenerife
this year. These new services come at a great time for us as last year we saw a record
number of visitor arrivals from the UK, with more than two million in just one year.”
For further information visit webtenerife.co.uk

The Balearic Islands
government outlines

environmental objectives
THIS MONTH the
government for the
Balearic Islands announced
a series of environmental
objectives, outlining its
commitment to the
environment with a long-
term goal to eliminate C0²
emissions and to achieve
an energy model based
exclusively on renewable
energy sources by 2050. 
Other environmental

initiatives include a new
legal framework for the
protection of the local
marine plant, Posidonia -
vital to the marine biology
of the Balearic Islands -
and new guidelines for the
sustainable management
of waste.
A series of laws and

guidelines have been
established both for the
public and private sector to
help achieve these goals.
The measures have been
put in place to not only
preserve the local
environment but to also
increase the air and sea
quality and general quality
of life in the Balearic Islands
for future generations.
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Samoa Airways available in global distribution system
SAMOA AIRWAYS has significantly expanded its sales and travel agency reach, with its
cut-over in to the Amadeus global distribution system.
The milestone development came less than six months after the airline took to the

skies in November 2017. 
Connecting with the major GDSs has always been part of the airline’s distribution

strategy according to the airline’s chief executive, Tupuivao Seiuli Alvin Tuala, who also
thanked the travel trade and public for its patience whilst this integration process took
place to make its product more readily available.
In addition to Amadeus, the airline will also soon be available in Travelport and Sabre.

pacificislands

FURTHER CEMENTING its close working
relationship with the travel trade, the Cook
Islands Tourism Corporation hosted a group
of travel agents on a fam to say ‘Kia orana’
(hello) to the South Pacific destination and
its many island experiences.
The group embarked on a lagoon cruise,

headed out on an eco-bike tour, chatted to
locals on market visits and were treated to
cultural evenings complete with celebratory
dances. The fam was run at a time when
the destination is also seeing an upswing in
international visitors, particularly from the
UK. The latest visitor statistics show that
the number of visitors travelling from the
UK has grown 23% in the financial year to
date July 2017 to April 2018.
Ian Griffiths, UK and Ireland manager for

the tourism corporation, said: “In the past 18
months the Cook Islands Tourism
Corporation has been extensively engaging

with travel agents, via training days, events
and fam trips. Our activities have been
proven to work by the increase in visitor
figures from the UK and Ireland. We are
incredibly grateful for all the support we have
received from the trade and look forward to
continued relationships in the years ahead.”
The fam was also run in partnership with

Air New Zealand and Jorges Flores-Garcia,
the airline’s UK sales manager, further
expressed his delight to be working with the
trade and Cook Island’s Tourism again. He
said: “The fam trip is yet another example
of activity to continue our relationship with
the trade, enable hands on experience with
the airline’s product and emphasise why Air
New Zealand is a better way to fly. Working
with Cook Islands Tourism further cements
the partnership and allows Air New Zealand
to demonstrate one of many destinations
out of the UK.”

Cook Islands takes agents on fam to ‘Love a little Paradise’
Stewards of Nature

programme with Paul
Gauguin Cruises 

PAUL GAUGUIN Cruises is
offering a new way for
families to explore
Polynesian waters and the
Islands of Tahiti through a
joint programme with the
Wildlife Conservation
Society. During the summer
months and holiday season,
the Stewards of Nature
programme is offered
aboard the m/s Paul
Gauguin and invites guests
to discover nature through
hands-on, interactive
learning for children and
teens aged seven to 17 and
their family members.
Each day of the voyage,

there is a combination of
naturalist-led island and/or
beach excursions, science
activities, crafts, games and
other adventures. 
The Stewards of Nature

programme must be
reserved at the time of
booking and starts from
approximately £250 
per person.
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TAHITI TOURISME is encouraging visitors to
look beyond well-established destinations
such as Bora Bora and Tahiti, and instead
discover some of the lesser-known islands
for a chance to experience true Polynesian
culture and untouched natural beauty. 
With France’s first low-budget long-haul

airline – French Bee – having launched a
new route from Paris to Papeete via San
Francisco last month, this new gateway will
offer a new and more affordable way to
reach the tropical destination. Pairing this
new flight with a stay in a Tahitian
guesthouse on one of the more untouched
islands means that even visitors travelling
on a budget will be able to experience The
Islands of Tahiti. Here are some of the
islands you’ve probably never heard of:
Huahine: Part of the Society Islands,

Huahine - comprising of two islands
surrounded by a deep, crystal-clear lagoon -
is located a 40-minute flight from the island
of Tahiti. One of the destination’s best-kept
secrets, the island boasts lush forests,
untamed landscape and quaint villages.
Visitors can explore large bays and white-
sand beaches and experience the tranquil
pace of old Polynesia. With just eight small
villages scattered across the island, its few
residents are warm and welcoming. 
Maupiti: Located 195 miles northwest of

Tahiti and 25 miles west of Bora Bora,
Maupiti is a tiny, secluded island covering
just seven square miles. One of the less-
explored of the Society Islands, Maupiti,
with its magnificent scenery, white sandy
beaches and imposing rocky peaks, offers
visitors an authentic opportunity to
experience this island nation like a local.
With no brand-name resorts or hotels,
guests will slip naturally into the ebb and

flow of the island residents’ daily life,
providing a true immersive experience.
Fakarava: The second largest atoll in

French Polynesia, Fakarava – part of the
Tuamotu Islands – consists of a small ring
of islets surrounding a lagoon teeming with
marine life that convenes in the shallows
near the shore. A UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve, Fakarava offers prime diving
opportunities, with the chance to explore
the pristine sea life that surrounds it. On
land, the small villages with their
bougainvillea-lined roads, bright coral
churches and quaint restaurants and cafes
welcome visitors with open arms. 
Hiva Oa: Part of the Marquesas Islands,

Hiva Oa is full of history and culture,
offering archaeological sites including the
home of the largest tiki statue in The
Islands of Tahiti. Whether explored by foot,
by horse, or by four-wheel drive, visitors
can discover the breath-taking landscapes
of the island, featuring waterfalls, peaks
and crossing rivers. Thanks to its fertile and
lush land, the island is commonly known as
the ‘Garden of the Marquesas’ and is a
nature-lover’s paradise. 
For more destination information visit
tahititourisme.uk 
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AS PART of Cosmos’ new range of tours for travel in 2019 to the Americas, which went on sale earlier
this month, the operator has introduced ‘Essential Hawaii’ for the budget-minded traveller. Guests
will visit Honolulu and take a sightseeing cruise through battleship row at Pearl Harbour, before
heading for the ‘Valley Island’ of Maui where activities include a tour of the ‘Iao Valley, whale
watching, zip-lining and a drive along the iconic Road to Hana. Prices start from £2,265 per person
based on a November 1, 2019 departure from Heathrow. Call 0800-440-2797 or visit cosmos.co.uk

Four Tahitian Islands to recommend to clients on a budget 

BA says Bula to Fiji
with Fiji Airways

BRITISH AIRWAYS and Fiji
Airways have announced a
new partnership which 
will open up more routes
between London and 
the South Pacific than 
ever before.
Fiji and its popular island

destinations will be more
accessible as customers in
the UK will be able to travel
from gateways in the US and
Asia to destinations that
have previously been more
difficult to access from the
UK. British Airways is now
selling flights between
Singapore, Los Angeles and
San Francisco and the Fijian
gateway of Nadi on ba.com
The new partnership

comes in tandem with Fiji
Airways signing up to
become the first oneworld
connect partner - a new
platform for airlines to link
up to the global airline
alliance which includes
British Airways as a
founding member. British
Airways is one of Fiji
Airways’ oneworld connect
sponsors – enabling
customers to enjoy more
services and benefits when
flying on either airline.
Rishi Kapoor, British

Airways’ head of alliances,
said: “We believe the start of
this code-share will make
Fiji even more popular with
European travellers by
offering them a more
attractive route network and
a comfortable and seamless
travel experience.”
Andre Viljoen, managing

director and CEO of Fiji’s
national airline, added: “We
are extremely proud to
embark on a codeshare with
British Airways to give
travellers from the UK
convenient access to our
home - Fiji, one of the
world’s most sought-after
tourism destinations. This is
particularly significant for us
as British Airways is our
third oneworld sponsor, just
days out from our accession
into the alliance as a
oneworld connect airline.”
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WARNER LEISURE Hotels will be welcoming singer, songwriter and 80s teen idol, Paul Young to its Star
Break line up this summer. A three-night weekend Star Break at Thoresby Hall, Nottinghamshire starts
from £333 per person arriving on August 17. The price is based on two adults sharing a standard room
and includes the Simply Dine package. The short break holiday brand has also extended its My Warner
Table service to cover all properties across its portfolio, enabling guests to reserve a place in their
preferred Late Lounge zone before they arrive and guarantees the same space every night so that they
can enjoy the live entertainment for the duration of their stay. Visit bourneleisuresales.co.uk

Help clients sing along with Mariah Carey with Super Break
AGENTS CAN now book short break packages to see global superstar and vocal phenomenon Mariah Carey on
December 11, when her ‘All I Want For Christmas Is You’ tour returns to London’s O2 Arena.
Super Break is offering short break packages that include overnight accommodation and a ticket to the concert starting

from £164.50 per person for a stay in a three-star hotel with breakfast. Rail and coach options are also available to be added.
Visit superbreak.com/agents for more details.
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Alternative options for clients seeking an Algarve getaway 
THE ALGARVE may be renowned for its cerulean shorelines, sandy beaches and 300
days a year of sunshine, but the region is able to offer much more than simply a beach
break. Here are some of the ways visitors can immerse themselves in true Algarvian
culture across the 16 municipalities whilst on a short break.
For those that enjoy a scenic hike on a holiday, The Santa Clara Route is a walk for

the whole family to enjoy. Departing from the village of Santa Claraa-Velha, hikers can
behold the beauty of Santa Clara Lake on a scenic trail that roams through the village
of Sabóia and offers sights including the old railway station, open views across the
mountainous district of Alentejo, with water always close by.
For foodie aficionados, Olhao is the good destination to try authentic cuisine from the

sea. A hub of the local fishing industry, visitors can meander down the cobbled streets,
explore the waterfront cafes and sample traditional fare in the numerous restaurants.
Local specialities include Arroz de lingueirao (a traditional razor clam risotto), lulas com
favas (squid with broad beans), and ameijoes (clams) cooked lightly in wine and garlic.
The Algarve can also cater to those who enjoy water-sports. Lagos and its vibrant

coastline has been a favourite for surfers for decades and, for those who enjoy
spending time below the waves, Ocean Revival has created the largest artificial reef
structure in the world located off the coastal town of Portimao. Freely accessible, the
site is open to anyone with diving experience, but there are also guided itineraries to
enjoy with certified centres and diving schools for beginners. 
For further information go to visitalgarve.pt or algarvepromotion.pt/en/ 

Earn shopping vouchers
with Premier Holidays
PREMIER HOLIDAYS has
released a selection of
short breaks to the Isle of
Man this summer.
Agents can earn £5 in

shopping vouchers for every
booking and a raft of
materials are available for
agents to promote the
offers, including window
posters flying from Gatwick
and a number of regional
airports, as well as sea
travel, a destination video
showcasing the island, and
social media images. They
can be downloaded from the
operator’s trade website.
Packages include five

nights at Kings Guest House
from £255 per person by
sea or £295 by air from
Gatwick, and five nights at
Best Western Palace from
£355 by sea or £379 by air
from Liverpool, for travel
until September 30.
For more information visit
trade.premierholidays.co.uk
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CMV offers ex-UK sailings for those
looking to enjoy a short cruise
CRUISE AND Maritime Voyages is no stranger to offering
Ex UK short cruises for those clients seeking just a few
enjoyable days on a cruise. 
Lisa Jacobs, the cruise line’s head of trade sales,

said: “Agents are reminded that a short CMV cruise, Ex
UK and returning back by sea eliminates baggage
restrictions, lengthy check-ins and other problems at
airports. It is a good response to a request for a short
break and is ideal for small groups.”
On August 25 Magellan will be sailing from Liverpool

for two nights visiting Dublin, making for a good way to
see the Irish capital, before returning to Bristol Port.
Fares start from £169 per person with an optional coach
transfer available back to Liverpool for £30.
On December 6, Columbus departs from London Tilbury

on a five-night cruise calling into Amsterdam, Hamburg
and Antwerp before returning to London Tilbury, giving
cruisers the chance to enjoy the Christmas markets and do
some Christmas shopping with the added benefit of no
baggage restrictions. Fares from £424 per person.
Magellan also sets off from London Tilbury on

December 9, cruising down the River Seine to Rouen then
visiting Honfleur in Normandy. Fares for this three-night
cruise start from £214 per person.
For more details head over to
cruiseandmaritime.com/destination/short-breaks

Prices are based on two people sharing and are correct at time of print. Single supplements may apply. Holidays are operated by and subject to booking 
conditions of Riviera Travel, ABTA V4744 ATOL 3430 protected. Subject to availability. Additional entrance costs may apply. Images used in conjunction 
with Riviera Travel. For further information please write to Riviera Travel, New Manor, 328 Wetmore Road, Burton upon Trent, Staffs, DE14 1SP.

 

ABTA  No. V4744

CONTACT OUR AGENCY SALES TEAM: 
Call for support: 01283 744307
Email: agencysales@rivieratravel.co.uk

CALL RESERVATIONS 7 DAYS A WEEK: 
Call to book: 01283 744370
Book online: www.rivieratravel.co.uk/agents

Whether you are hoping to marvel at grand architecture, 
savour delightful cuisine, take in breathtaking landscapes 
or enjoy rural tranquillity, discover Europe’s many hidden 
treasures on our escorted tours.

MORE THAN JUST 
A SHORT BREAK...

Paris  |  Bruges  |  Berlin, Dresden, Meissen & Colditz

Stockholm & Copenhagen  |  Krakow  |  Rome

Venice  |  Bologna, Parma & Ravenna

               

Recommend a long weekend in Pittsburgh 
FOR CLIENTS looking for a long weekend State-side, agents
might like to suggest a visit to the cultural capital of the US
East Coast, Pittsburgh.

Flights with WOW air via Reykjavik start from £112 each
way, making Pittsburgh an accessible and affordable long-
haul destination for a short break. Departing on Fridays at
10:30 and arriving into Pittsburgh International Airport at
17:30 means visitors can drop their bags at their chosen
hotel and head on into the city to discover the food scene
and spend a further full three days exploring the
destination, before departing Monday evening and arriving
back into Gatwick Airport at 10:30 the following day.  

Whilst in the city, culture vultures can make their way to
the Andy Warhol Museum, Carnegie Museum of Art and
Natural History or check out the fun installations in The
Mattress Factory or psychedelic outdoor art of Randyland.
For active visitors why not suggest that they discover the
city by river with kayaking in the North Shore or try cycling
along the great Allegheny Passage - Pittsburgh’s disused
rail lines that stretch for 150 miles into Pittsburgh. They
can also visit Butler County found 20 minutes north of the
city for hiking and biking along scenic trails.
Go to visitpittsburgh.com for more destination information.
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

What game have you spent the most hours playing?

Crossword:
Across: 1. HAVEN, 3. MACAU, 5. ROMANIA, 7. YAOUNDE, 9. BEN, 
10. AIT, 11. ATLANTA, 12. PEACOCK, 13. DELTA, 14. TOKYO. 
Down: 1. HARRY KANE, 2. VERMONT, 3. MANSELL, 4. CSA, 6. SAN
MARINO, 8. NIAGARA, 9. BANGKOK, 12. PHL. 

Highlighted Word: HOBART

Where Am I?:Majorelle Garden, Marrakech, Morocco

puzzlesolutions

020 7834 6661

DRAYTON MANOR Theme Park in Staffordshire currently has a value-for-money
hotel ‘Stay and Play’ offer that can be secured for a £1 deposit. The offer includes
no booking fee, free parking and breakfast, plus tickets to visit the theme park for
one day. A second day ticket can also be added for £14 per person. Prices start
from £161.60 for a family of four and the ‘Stay and Play’ offer is available from July
4 until August 27. There’s something for all ages at the theme park, including
adrenaline-pumping rides such as Maelstrom, Apocalypse and Shockwave as well
as Europe’s only Thomas Land, which is celebrating its tenth anniversary this year,
and a 15-acre zoo. Visit draytonmanor.co.uk/short-breaks 
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